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As the world of competitive gaming, or esport, continues to grow, and there are more and more talented players to watch, learn from, and take inspiration from. For those looking to improve their own gaming skills and become the best they can be in their favorite game; observing top esport players is a great way strategy. It’s important to identify which esport players possess the skills that you admire and can help you become a better player. Here is a list of some of the best esport players to watch if you’re looking for inspiration, tips, or just entertainment.

Here are some Top Esport Players:

	 Lee ‘Faker’ Sang-hyeok (League of Legends): Widely recognized as the best League of Legends player in the world, Faker is a living legend. His skill and ability to read his opponents have made him one of esports’ most respected figures, and he continues to inspire newer generations of players.
	 N0tail (Dota 2): N0tail is considered one of the best Dota players in the world, and his team OG has been dominant in recent years. With multiple major victories under their belt, N0tail’s ability to stay calm and collected while still displaying incredible skill makes him an excellent player to watch if you’re looking for tips on how to stay cool under pressure.
	kennyS (Counter-Strike: Global Offensive): Hailing from France, kennyS is one of the most popular and successful CS: GO players in the world. His skill with rifles and ability to hit difficult shots consistently make him an impressive player to watch, and his team G2 Esports has been a force in recent tournaments.
	Boxer (StarCraft II): One of the most iconic esports players to ever compete, Boxer is widely regarded as one of the best StarCraft II players in the world. With multiple major titles under his belt, Boxer remains one of the most dominant players in the game, and his knowledge of the game makes him an ideal player to watch.
	SonicFox (Mortal Kombat): When it comes to fighting games, few players can match SonicFox’s skill and dominance. He’s won multiple tournaments across a variety of different titles and is considered one of the best Mortal Kombat players in the world. His ability to read opponents and make quick decisions makes him an excellent player to observe.


Whether you’re a competitive gamer or just looking for ways to improve your gameplay, watching top esport players can be a great way to learn more about the game and become better at it. As esports continues to grow, there will undoubtedly be more players to observe and learn from. So make sure to keep an eye on the top esport players and take notes on their strategies and skills – you never know when you might learn something new!
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